Introduction* Let A be an ^-square complex matrix with eigenvalues λ x , , λ n , |λj ^ ^ |λj, and singular values a x (A) ^ ĉ x n (A). The numerical radius of A, r(A), is the maximum absolute value assumed by a diagonal element in any unitary transform of of A, i.e., in any matrix unitarily similar to A. Of course, (1) |λJ^r(A).
Matrices for which equality holds in (1) are called spectral. In this paper we consider r dtm (A), the largest absolute value taken on by an m-square principal subdeterminant in any unitary transform of A.
As we shall see in the sequel (2) Iλ^. λJ^rUA).
For m -1, (2) collapses to (1) . Matrices for which equality holds in (2) will be called m-decomposably spectral. One of the purposes of this paper is to examine the structure of matrices A which are m-decomposably spectral for each m = 1, , n. Such results are related to the inequalities of Weyl [5] , ( 3 ) Iλj. λfcl ^ a t (A) a k (A), k = 1, , n , and to the case of equality in (3) for fc = 1, , n discussed by Gohberg and Kreϊn [1] . We also examine the case where A is m-decomposably spectral for a particular m and, in fact, show that if A has s eigenvalues of maximum modulus |λj, s > m, then spectral and m-decomposably spectral are equivalent. To examine the concept of m-decomposably spectral we require the machinery of induced maps on the mth Grassmann space. 
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It is possible to have strict inequality in (5) , n iff A is normal.
We include a proof of this theorem based on properties of the Grassmann algebra which suggests a proof of the following stronger result: We will also investigate the case of equality in a single one of the inequalities in (13). Thus AA*, and hence A, has rank t so that B = 0 Λ _ t . Thus A is normal.
Proof of Theorem 2. If A is normal then obviously equality holds in (13) (C k (A) )>\x 1 where Therefore a kyk+r = 0, r = 1,
-,n -k and thus
Lo o
Next assume α ί+lιί Φ 0 for some ί > ί + 1. Then the (1, , t, t 4-1), e t /\eλ = 0, contradicting the assumption that (13) If there exists an element a t+k , ίf i> t + Jc, which is nonzero we see that the (1, , ί, t + k) , (1, , ί, ΐ) 
For 7>α, |αΠ7| = m-l, we have seen that p(7) = 0. Let 7 > a, |αΓ)7| =£ m -1. Pick s in (19) so that α(s)glm 7. Then \a [s, t: 7] Π cc\ = m -1 so that the first factor in each summand of (19) 
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